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Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel
Cell Characterization for Electric

Vehicle Applications
D. H. Swan, B. E. Dickinson, and M. P. Arikara

University of California, Davis

ABSTRACT

3L~is paper presents experimental data and an analysis of
a proton exchange membrane fuel cell system for electric
vehicle applications. The dependence of the fuel cell
system’s performance on air stoichiometry, operating
temperature, and reactant gas pressure was assessed in terms
of the fuel cell’s polarity and power density-efficiency graphs.
All the experimen~ were performed by loading the fuel cell
with resistive heater coils which could be controlled to
provi,de a constant current or constant power load. System
parmdtic power requirements and individual cell voltage
dia~aS[bution were also determined as a function of the
electrical load. It was fotmd that the fuel" cell’s performance
improved with increases in temperature, pressure and
stoich~ometry within the range in which the fuel cell was
operational. Cell voltage imbalances increased with increases
in current otaput. The effect of such an imbalance is,
however, not detrimental to the fuel cell system, as it is in the
case of a battery.

INTRODUCTION

An electr~-hemical fuel ceil is a device that converts
chemical energy to direct current electrical energy. By
converting an on-board fuel to electricity it could be
effetely-ely used to power an electric vehicle. As such, a fuel
cell is an energy conversion device like an Latemal
combustion engiue. This is in contrast to energy storage
systems such as bat*,eries, flywheels and ultra capacitors.
Further many of a fuel cells operating characteristics are
closer to that of an engine th~n a storage battery. A fuel cell
sy~m operation involves startup, fuel and air delivery
control as a function of load, and removal of heat mad by
prochacts of the reaction. The fuel cell, in other words, is an
electrochemical engine. While electrochemistry describes the
princspIe of operation of a fuel cell, the engineering challenge
of baLancing the many variables over a wide variety of
operating conditions remains. The fuel cell system consists of

a complex group of support systems that must operate in
balance for efficient performance.

Different types of fuel cells are conveniently dassLfied
the type of electrolyte they use. Electrolytes that are presently
being considered include the proton exchange membrane (a
solid polymer material), phosphoric acid (a liquid), alkaline
(a liquid), molten cadxmate (a liquid) and solid oxide 
ceramic). The choice of electrolyte directly affects a fuel
cell’s operating characteristics; for example, phosphoric acid
is a poor ion conductor at room temperature. As a result the
phosphoric acid fuel cell must be heated to 150 to 200°C
before it can be used. Today many researchers believe that the
proton exchange membrane (PF2eD provides the best
characteristics for transportation applications.

The data and analysis presented in this paper is for a
fuel ceil system manufactured by Ballard Power Systems of
Vancouwer, Canada. The fuel ceil system consists of: a 35
cell series connected stack; gas, water and thermal
management subsystems; and controls and monitors all
assembled in a single enclosure. The area of each cell was
232 can2 and the fuet cell stack itself had a maximum gross
power output greater than 3000 Watts operating on hydrogen
and air. The system was modified by the authors to be able to
independently control air stoichiometry, air/hydrogen
pressure and stack exit air temperature. Previous papers that
have presented experimental data on similar Ballard fuel cells
systems are referencesland 2

The paper is organized into sections in the following
order; Fuel Cell Operating Principle, Experimental
Apparatus, Experimental Results, Results Analysis and
Conclusions. The section on fuel cell operating principle is
intended to give a brief overview of how a fuel cell works and
its operating characteristics. The experimental apparatus
section briefly describes the fuel cell system used in the
experiments and the associated instrumentation. The
experimental results present a series of polarity plots (voltage
- current relationship) under a variety of operating conditions.
The results analysis section presents the results in terms of
power density-efficiency plots implicitly demonstrating the
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operating characteristics of the fuel cell ~stem for electric
vehicle applications.

FUEL CELL OPERATING PRINCIPLE

All energy-producing oxidation reactions are
fundamentally the same and involve the release of chemical
energy through the transfer of electrons. During combustion
of hydrogen and oxygen there is art immediate transfer of
electrons, heat is released and water is formed,

tn a fuel cell the hydrogen and oxygen do not
immediately come together but are separated by an
electrolyte. First the electrons are separated from the
hydrogen molecule by a catalyst (oxidation) creating 
hydrogen ion (no electrons). The ion then passes through the
electrolyte to the oxygen side. The electrons cannot pass
through the electrolyte and are forced to take an external
electrical circuit which leads to the oxygen side. The
electrons cart provide useful work as they pass through the
external circuit. When the electro~ reach the oxygen side
they combine with the hydrogen ion and oxygen creating
water. By forcing the electrons to take an external path, a
low temperature direct energy conversion is achieved as
shown in Figure I.

Hydrogen

_Jil
,--~2H++

!l I i  oao.oo,orAcid Electmbfte

Air (O2 & N2) H20 N2

Figure 1. Fuel Cell Operation Schematic

The theoretical efficiency for the conversion of chemical
energy into electrical energy in a hydrogen-oxygen fuel cetl
depends on the free energy of formation for the reaction
(Gibbs Function). The free energy of formation is equal 
the difference of the heating value of the fuel and its entropy
at the temperature and pressure of conversion. This is
described in equation I.

AG = At] -
Where

T
AS

T ×AS (I)

Free energy of Formation

Absolute Temeperature

Entropy

Typically theoretical chemical to electrical conversion
efficiencies are in the range of 83% for higher heating value
and 94% for the lower heating value of hydrogen.
Efficiencies of practical fuel cells using pure hydrogen and air
range from 40% to 75% based on lower heating value of
hydrogen.

Assu~ng a near perfect cotflombic efficiency (all
electrons are forced to take the external circuit) a theoretical
operational voltage can be calculated. This voltage is
calculated by considering Famday’s constant (26.8 Amp hours
= I mole of electrons) and the energy value of the fuel. Table
I, provides the hydrogcrJoxygen-water reaction enthalpy
(heating value), the free energy of formation3 and the
restfltant theoretical cell voltages.

Table 1 Hydrogen Thermod ,namic Pro )erties
He,tin AH Er~ai~,"Gibbs Function voyage CeU
g Value of F~ AG=AH-TAS Basea on

kJtMole kJ/Mae Enth~p/ Bnsed on
At 26~C, I bar Gibbs

H~ -285.9 -237.2 ~A8 1.23
Lower -241.8 -228.6 1.25 t.18

Like a storage battery, when the fuel cell is under
electrical load the voltage falls with maximum power
generally being produced between 0.5 and 0.6 volts per cell.
The voltage drop as a function of current is due to internal
resistance (electronic and ionic), electrode kinetics
(particularly on the air electrode), reactant gas flow
limitations and product water flooding of reaction sites. To
make a useful voltage, multiple cells are coanccted in
electrical series, referred to as a stack as shown in Figure 2.
Manifolds deliver reactant gases to the reaction sites. The
fuel cell stack and all necessary a~aries are referred to as a
fuel cell system.

Air Air Air Air

_ +

N N N N
2 2 2 2

Figure 2. Fuel Cell Stack Schematic
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The fuel cell stack design must allow for heat exchange
and humidification of incoming reactant gases, thermal
management, pr~xtucl water management, exhaust gases, and
elecuical management.

FUEL CELl; SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - Given below
are some of the specifications for the fuel cell power system
which among others includes a 35 cell stack with a
humidification ~ction, temperature management, reaction
product management and electrical control.

Table 2 Fuel Cell System Specifications.
Electrolyte Nation-117
# of Aotive Cells 35
Active Area/cell 232 cm2
Total acthte area 8120 cm2
Actiw; Cell TNckrP.ss 0.5 cm
# of" C;oolir~ Celb$ 19
Acl~e Plate Thickness 0.5 cm
# of Humidification Cells 14
System dimensions LxWxH 104 x 80 x 37 cm
System volume 307.8 ~ers
S~hek dimensions LxWxH 38 x 21 x 21cm"

¯ Stack volume 16.76 liters
Weight of the stack 43 kg
Weight of hhe system 50 kg
Support System Power ** 350 Watts
*lncltu~es active stack with humidirmation section and cooling cells
**water pump, hydrogen recirculation pump, fans, solenoid valve control
and monit~ng system

DA~[A ACQUISITION

(Sine of the important tasks in the experiments conducted
was to monitor and control the operating conditions of the
fuel cell. The data acquisition and control system used signal
conditioning modules which were capable of either data
acqtfisition or control based on commands received from an
IBM compatible personal computer. The modules
communicated with the computer through an RS-232
communications port. Each module was isolated to I500
volts and includes a filter to reduce noise. The control system
im, otved both digital and analog !nput and output.

]’he load for the fuel cell was provided by resistive heater
coils. The resistance provided to the fuel cell was controlled
by a pulse width modulator (PWM). The PWM in turn was
controUed by the analog output of the control system. The
resistance could be controlled to provide a constant power or
con~uant current load_

The variables measured by the control system included,
stack current and voltage, support system current, load
current, process air exit tempematre, hydrogen inlet pressure,
air inlet and outlet pressure. The digital signals monitored
included the status of the load relay, hydrogen vent, oxidant
vent and the water drain.

On the control side the load applied to the fuel cell was
controlled by an analog output module: The digital output
conlxolled the heat exchanger operation in order to maintain
the ~emperature of the fuel cell at the required levels.

In order to maintain the stoichiometry of the air provided
for the reaction a needle valve provided on the fuel cell was
controlled. The flow rate was monitored by a flow meter

installed in the air delivery line. Pressure control was
established by using single stage pressure regulators.

Hydrogen for the fuel cell shack was provided from
industrial hydrogen cylinders. The air system included a two
stage compressor along with a chiller dryer and a system of
air filters.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiment was organized into exploring the effects
of three independent variables on performance: air
stoichiometry, air pressure and exit air temperature. Air
stoich/ometry is the ratio of the amount of air provided to the
fuel cell tO that which is necessary to react with the hydrogen
fuel. Other words used to describe this ratio include Lambda
and excess air factor. In a typical internal combustion engine
the value is very close to 1. Due to the operating nature of a
fuel cell the stoichiometry of the air must be greater than one
(typically 105 to 4). A lower value of stoichiometry reduces
performance due to the lack of oxygen at the reaction sites. A
high value of stoichiometry results in poor humidity control
and excess compression energy.

The following test matrix illustrates the 12 different
operating conditions over which the fuel cell system was
characterized. The stoichiometric accuracy was held between
+/- 0.1, the pressure accuracy was held between +/- 0.05 bar
and the temperature accuracy between +/- 1.5°C. Under each
operating condition the stack output current was varied
between a minimum and maximum amperage at 10 amp
intervals. The minimum current cond/tion (20 ampa) was
limited by the support system power requirements and a small
load on the eIectric load bank . The maximum current
condition was limited by a minimum stack voltage of 19 (0.54
volts/cell). The minimum stack voltage was a Emit set by
Ballard power systems and was within a safe operating range
for continuos operation of the system.

Table 3 Test Matdx For Fuel Cell Testin~
Stoichi~ Hydrogen and Stack Exit Air

Air Pressure Temperature °C
in Bar

1.5 2 50, 60, 70
3 50, 60, 70

2.O 2 50,60,70
3 ~m.,m

The results of this test matrix are organized into two
polarity plots (Stoich.=l.5 and Stoich.=2.0), and 
individual cell voltage characterization

POLARITY PLOTS - The polarity data resulting from
the Table 2 test matrix is presented in Figures 3 and 4. These
plots include the measured full stack data (volts and amps)
and normalized data (volts/ceU and milli amps/cm~ of acth,e
area) The normalized data represents an average for the
stack; actual individual cell data is presented in the following
sub section.

Figure 3 presents the results for the six cases for which
the stoichiometry was equal to 1.5. Figure 4 presents the
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same results with the stoichometry equal to 2.0. The current
range over which the two plots are de~ribed is the normal
operating range of the fuel cell system. (Open clrcuat voltage,
although not shown, was found to be approximately 1 volt per
cell.).

Both, Figures 3 and 4, indicate a near linear relationship
between voltage and current. The higher stoichiometry
shown in Figure 4 results in a higher voltage at any given
current compared to Figure 3. The difference in voltaic
performance between the two stoich, rates is most pronounced
at the high current levels. With a Stoich of 1.5 the fuel cell
system could only deliver 130 amps before the low voltage
limit was reached. In comparison, at a stoich ram of 2.0 the
fuel cell could deliver approximately 160 amps. At a
reference performance condition of 100 amps (normal
operating condition) the average voltage increase with
increase in stoich rate from 1.5 to 2 was 1.35 volts or 6.0 %.
At lower current rates the percentage difference is smaller
than at the higher rates. This seemingly small increase in
voltage at a given current has the twoffold effect of increasing
power and operating efficiency. In the following section;
q~esults Analysis’, it will be shown that even a relatively
small increase in voltage has a sianaLficant impact on
performance for an electric vehicle.

As a function of pressure, voltaic performance also
increased. Once again utilizing a reference performznce
condition of I00 amps tim typical voltage increase going from
2 to 3 bar was between 0.5 and 1.2 volts (2 to 5%). Voltaic
performance also increased as a function of temperature .
Once again utilizing a reference performance condition of
100 amps the typical voltage increase observed for an
increase in temperature from 50 to 60 °C was 0.5 to 1.0 volts
(2 to 4%), far aa increase from 60 to 70 °C the corresponding
voltage increase was 0.3 to 0.7 volts (1 to 3 %). The benefit
of going from 60 to 70°C was less than going from 50 to
60°C There will be an optimum operating temperature for
the fuel cell beyond which the voltaic performance will
decline. The experimental data indicates that tl~s value is
probably greater than 70°C.

For both the pressure and temperature changes the
percentage change in voltaic peffomnance is greater at high
current rates. Once again this seemingly small increase in
voltage at a given current has the two-fold effect of increasing
power and operating efficiency. Thus a relatively small
increase in voltage has a significant impact in performance
for an electric vehicle.

INDIVIDUAL CELL PERFORMANCE - The voltage
performance of individual cells was measured at a exit air
temperature of 60°C and a pressure of 3 bar. Five different
stack current rates were used (20, 40, 70, 100, 130 amps) and
the respective cell voltages are presented in Figure 5. The
measurements were manually made utilizing a digital volt
meter and pointed probes directly on to the active cell plate
edge.

Figure 5 shows that there is a difference in voltaic
performance for each cell at a given current rate. The
differences in performance are consistent over the operating

current range, a cell that shows a lower voltage at a low
current density continues to have a lower voltage at higher
current densities. The lower voltage could be the result of the
difference in the electrode membrane assembly, distribution
of reactant gases, internal cell resistance or a persistent
flooding effectively reducing the available reactive area.

Although not shown, individual cell performance has
been measured several times over the 6 months of preparation
to conduct the expcrinacnts described in this paper.
Consistently cells 6 and 25 have had a lower voltaic
performance than the other cells (0.05 volts lower ~han
average for I00 amps). As a result the authors feel that
difference is inlaerent to the particular cells and not a
transient phenomena due to a flooding condition or other
temporary phenomena. It is interesting to note that cells 7,
24 and 26 perform above average, these high performance
cells are adjacent to the lowest performing cell and may
indicate that the problem is one of flow distribution.

The following Table 4 summarizes the results of the
individual cell measurements. Although Figure 5 shows a
consistent l~ttem of ceils 6 and 25 having lower than average
voltage the overall stack performance is very good. The
ra~-dmum voltage spread is the resdt of ceils 6 and 25 while
the standard deviation is very small due to the generally
consistent performance of the stack.

T~bie 4 Individual Cell Volta( Characteastics
Stack Curren~ 20 4O 7o liE) 130
S~¢k Vo~a~ 30.25 28.4 26.5 24.4 22.4
Current Dens~ 86 172 3O2 431 560
mA/cm2

Avera@e Ceil Votts~e 0.8e,4 0.812 0.758 O.698 0.640
Maximum Vo~ge 0.03 0.042 0.063 0.086 o.115
spre~t
Cell Voltage Standard .OO6 .OO5 .0115 .017 .O25
D~tion Vo~

SUPPORT SYSTEMS ELECTRICAL LOAD - The fuel
cell system has support components that are electrically
operated and controlled. Support system power is drawn
from the fuel cell stack through a voltage regulated power
~pply (constant 26 volt output). The support components
include a combined cooling and reactant gas humi~cation
system that recovers product water from the stack exit air, a
hydrogen recirculation system, and a control system that
monitors and controls the start up, operation and shut down
of the fuel cell system.

The combined cooling and humidification system utilizes
a circulation water pump that provides water to cooling plates
followed by the reactant gas humidification section. Based on
stack exit air temperature the water leaving the
humidification section is routed through a water to air heat
exchanger. The hydrogen rccirculation system maintains a
constant recirculation rate through the stack and a liquid
water knock out drum. This circulation combined with
periodic purges prevents flooding conditions and build up of
inert gas on the hydrogen side of the tirol cell stack.
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Table 5. gives tile support system load demand during
operation of the fuel ceil. The support system power
requirement does not include air compression which is
inck,-pendent of the fuel cell stack output. As a result the
support system power (a parasitic loss) varies in percentage 
stack power from 100% (idle condition) to 10% (full power
condition. The difference in support system power (250 to
400 Watts) results from the cooling of the circulating water.
When the water is circulated through the water to air heat
exchanger the additional power is drawn by ventilation fans.

Table 5 Supporl Systems Loads
C(~ponent

Water Pump 3-4
Hydrogen Circulation pump 1
Ventilation Fans 2
Contro~. batteries ar~l 3-6
solenoids
Total Suprx~t System 10 to 15

(250 to 4co Wa~

RESULTS ANALYSIS

The previous sections described fuel cell polarity plots,
which is a standard method to describe fuel cell performance.
However, the interests of an automotive engineer in applying
a fuel cell to aa electric vehicle is better described in terms of
power and efficiency. The specific power available
determines the size of the fuel cell system and to some extent
its cost. The conversion effidency affects the sizing of the
fuel storage, resultant range and refueling times°

To accoauuodate this need for a power and efficiency
relationship the polarity data can be reinterpreted. The
spe~:~c power of the fuel cell is simply the ratio of the
product of the stack voltage and the stack current to the total
avalilable active: electrolyte area.

( mWattsSpec|fiePower =TotalActtveVX[ Area x 1000 ~ ~m2 ](2)

Where

V Stack Voltage

I Stack Current

To calculate the fuel cell slack gross conversion
efficiency it is assumed that the system is operating at a
perfect coulombic efficiency (all ava/lable electrons from the
hydrogen fuel were forced to take the external circuit
providing useful work). This means that all inefficiencies are
manifested in a voltaic loss. Equation 3 presents the method
uso~ to calculate fuel cell stack conversion efficiency. This
approach to calculating efficiency is generally considered
valid for the proton exchange membrane t~ael cell, however
me~lsurements will be made in the future using this same fuel
ceil system to quantify this assumption. See the earlier
section, ’Fuel Cell Operating Principle’, for further details.
Note that no allowance is made for the support system power
reqa/rements or air compression. As a result the net
efficiency of com,ersion (ratio of delivered electrical ener~’

to chemical energy) is less than the fuel cell stack conversion
efficiency

Fuel Cell Stack Conversion Eft. -

Where

V

1.25

35

Stack Voltage

Theoretical Cell Voltage

Based on Enthalt9’ of Formation

Number of Cells in Stack

V

I. 25 ×35
x loo % (3)

( Lower 

Utilizing equations 2 and 3 the data presented in Figures
4 and 5 was recalculated and presented in Figures 6 through
9. Figures 6 through 9 present the fuel cell stack specific
power as a function of fuel cell stack conversion efficiency
based on the lower heating value of hydrogen. In these
figures a higher electrode power demi.ty translates to a
smaller electrode area to achieve a given power level. A high
conversion efficiency translates to a smaller fuel storage and
refueling time for a given vehicle range and performance. A
second order affect is that a higher efficiency translates to
smaller heat generation within the fuel celt system thus a
smaller heat exchanger system and other support components°

Figures 6 through 9 are organized as a function of
stoichomettT and operating pressure. Figures 6 and 7 present
specific power data for a stoich of 1.5 and pressttres of 2 and
3 bar respectively. Each figure shows the results for the three
different temperatures in the test matrix (50 60 and 70 °C).

Consider Figure 6, the specific power-efficiency curves
indicate a trade-offbetween power and efficiency. The higher
the specific power density, the lower is the conversion
efficiency. The relationship between .specific power and
efficiency appears linear for high conversion efficiencies,
700 to approximately 55%. At this point the power increase
for the drop in efficiency becomes less and the curve starts to
flatten° AltI3ough the curve does not distinctly show a
specific power peak the data indicates that this peak is
somewhere around 45% energy conversion efficiency, this
corresponds to an average cell voltage of approximately 0.55
(just slightly greater than one half the open circuit voltage).
Increasing the current beyond the peak power point results in
a further decline in specgfic power and conversion efficiency.
At no time would it be advantageous to operate the fuel cell
system beyond the peak power point.

The following analysis utilizes three different specific
power conditions to illustrate the influence of stoichometry,
pressure and temperature. The three specific power
conditions selected are 125 mW/cm2, 275 mW/cra~, and 325
mW/cm2. The low power condition (125) relates to a possible
cruise condition for the electric vehicle, the high power
condition (275) relates to acceleration or hill climbing. The
highest specific power 325 was not attainable by the system at
low stoichometry and pressure and is used to illustrate the
enhanced capability by changing operating conditions. Table
6 relates the energy conversion efficiency to the three selected
specific power conditions.
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First comparing the affect of stoichometry, the
efficiencies of operation in Table 6 immediately shows that at
low power conditions stoichiometry has little influence on
efficiency of operation resulting only in 1 to 2 percentage
points increase. At the higher power condition the spread
increases to 4 to 5 percentage points or in other words a 10%
change in stack fuel consumption for the same power level.
At the highest power condition the increase in stoichiometry
is necessary for the stack to reach the 325 mWlcm2 specSfie
power level The low stoichiometry dmply cannot reach the
high level having l~W,~ed at approximately 290 mW/cm~.

Increased stoichiometry is most benefidal at high power
conditions.

Table 6 FueE Ceg Stack Conversion Efficiency at Three
specific Power Points

operating Condition Spe~. Power speck Power speci. Power
125 mW/cm2 275 mw/cm2 325 mw/cm2

S=1.5, T=60C, P =2 Bar 64% 51%
S=1.5, T=60C) P =3 Bar 64% 54%
S=2D, T=60C~ P =2 Bar 65% 56% 50%
S=2.0, T----ff~C, P =3 Bar 66% 58% 53%

Comparing the influence of an air pressm’e change from
2 bar to 3 bar there is almost no difference for the low power
case. Under high power conditions the change in pressure
increases the efficiency by 2 to 3 percentage points or a
difference of 6% in stack fuel cor~tmption for the same
power level. For the highest power condition a pressure
change from 2 to 3 bar allows the lower stoichometry of 1.5 to
reach high power of 325 mW/cm2, however the lower
stoichiometry has a energy conversion efficiency 7% points
lower or a stack fuel con~unption of 15% higher. Like
stoichiometry the benefit of pressure is most pronounced at
high power conditions. Both increased pressure and
stoickiometry increase the compression power needed to
operate under these conditions. As a result, choosing the
stoichiometry and operating pressure is not a simple straight
forward procedure. The affect of air compression power will
be examined in a following section.

Table 7 compares the influence of temperature on
performance for a stoichiometry of 2, the two different
pressure cases are presented for comparison. Once again at a
low specific power there is little difference in efficiency. At
the high power level the efficiency, spread resulting from an
increase temperature is between 3 and 5% points. At the
highest power level the low temperature low pressure case
can not achieve 325 mW/cm2. By increasing the
temperature to 70°C the highest power condition was
possible at a conversion efficiency of 51%. The effect of
temperature rise on the 3 bar pressure case was to increase
efficiency by 3 % points, or a difference in stack fuel
consumption of 6%. There will be an optimum operating
temperature for the fuel cell beyond which the conversion
efficiency, for a given specific power ~dll decline. The
experimental data indicates that this value is probably greater
than 70°C. The high operating temperature reduces the
stzing of the fuel cell cooling system by a. Further there is no

additional support energy required to maintain the fuel
operating temperature at a high value.

Table 7 Fuel Cell Stack Conversion Efficiency at Three
Specific Power Points

operating Condition Speci. Power Speci. Power Speci. Power
125 mW/cm2 275 mW/cm2 325 mWlcm2

S=2.0, T--50C, P =2 Bar 64% 52% not possible
$=2.01T=70C~ P =2 Bar.~ 65% 57% 51%
S=2.0~ T=50CF P =3 Bar t 66% 56% 52%
S=2.0, T=70C, P =3 Bari 67% 59% 55%

This analysis also indicates the clear advantage that a
fuel cell has at part load condition. Unlike an internal
comlmstion engine the energy conversion efficiency increases
substantially as the load is reduced (typically 15 percentage
points or a fuel reduction of 25% for a kWh produced). Not
evident in this analysis is that highly dynamic operation does
not degrade the efficiency. Operating on hydrogen the fuel
cell responds instantaneously to the new operating load with
no loss in efficiency for the change in power condition4. A
difficult that does arise under dynamic con~tions is the need
to control the ~r flow at prescribed stoichiometric rates.

This combination of high part load efficiency and no
degradation due to dyrmmic operation gives the fuel cell a
clear advantage over the internal combustion engine. This
advantage is particularly important for a city driving cycle.

AIR COMPRESSION ENERGY - The support system
for a fuel cell power plant include controls, cooling fans,
recirculation pumps (water and hydrogen) and compressed
process air. The difference between fuel cell stack power and
fuel cell system power is due to the parasitic losses associated
with the support system components. Of these components
and the energy required to operate them the compressed air
energy requirement is by far the largest.

Pressurization of air improves the performance of the fuel
cell when considered as an individual entity. However., the
energy for compression on an electric vel~cle must be
supplied by the fuel cell system, and thus net power output is
less than the gross stack performance. The air compression
process can be adiabatic or isothermal and part of the
compression energy may be recovered from the exiting air by
an expander such as a turbine. To determine the influence
the energy of compression would have on the fuel ceU
performance the following znzlysis assumes that the
compression is performed by an ideal a~abatic compressor
with no energy recovery upon expansion. The affect of the air
compressor can be related to a sL~nple loss in net cell voltage
as a function of pressure ratio and stoichiometry. A full
derivation may be found in reference5 a brief explanation is
provide in the following paragraph°

Air compression power is a function of inlet to outlet
pressure ratio and thc quantity of air compressed. The
relationship of compressor power to quantity of air
compressed is linear. For a constant stoichiomctric the
quantity of air needed is directly related to the current being
produced. Double the current, double the air is needed to
maintain the stoichomctry, double the compressor power is
needed to maintain the flow. Consider an ideal compressor in
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series with the electrical load. When the fuel cell current is
increased the compressor power must increase in direct
proportion. Because the current has gone up the voltage drop
across the compressor remains the same. The voltage
available to the electrical load (net voltage) is simply the cell
voltage minus the effective compressor voltage that is a
constant for a We stoichiometry, and pressure ratio. Thus the
effect of air compression can be simply presented effectively
as a reduction Lr~ voltage. Utilizing equation 3, this effective
compressor voltage loss can be used .to determine the impact
air compression has on efficiency. The following equation to
ealctdate effective compressor voltage was first derived in
reference6

1.287 .~ #ofStoich. xcp-1-1 P2 T . I (4)
Vc- 3600

Where
Vc Effective Adiabatic Compressor Voltage loss per Cell

Specific Heat (Air 1.004 J/(g °K))
~ffl Compressor Inlet Air Temperature °K

P1 Compressor Inlet Air Pressure

P2 Cbmpressor Outlet Air Pressure
k :~pecific HeatRatio (Air 1.4)

Utilizing equation 4 the effective compressor voltage
loss tbr the 35 cell stack data presented in this paper is
tabulated in Table 8. The voltage loss has been interpreted as
aa efficiency reduction and is presented in brackets.

Tabte 8 Effective Adiabatic Compression Voltage Loss
and Resultant Efficienc~ Loss

[

$toleh Prem===2,r l Pre~ -3 Bar1
1,5 1.23 volts (-2.8%) 2.07volts (-4.7%)

Table 8 indicates that the affect of the energy of air
compression is to reduce operating efficiency by 2.8 to 6.3
percentage points. Considering that air must be forced
through the fuel cell stack the 2 Bar case will be considered
as a base line,,;. Increasing the pressure from 2 to 3 bar
increase the eflbctive degradation in efficiency by 1o9 to 2.6
percxmtage points.

In the previous subsection the influence of a pressure
chmage from 2 to 3 bar on efficiency at low SlXX~c power
conditions was found to be I percentage point or less, thus the
net effect of compression would be negative. At 1,hgh power
conditions the ~fffect of pressure change from 2 to 3 bar is to
increase conversion efficiency by 3 percentage points. This
gain is almost entirely nultified by the effective compressor
efficiency loss.

Utilizing the data for a stoichiometry of 2 at 60°C the
performance of’pressure equal to 2 bar and 3 bar is compared
in Figure 10. "[’he fuel cell stack sqgecific power for the 3 bar
case is higher then the 2 bar case. However when the
effective compressor voltage loss is considered (Table 
values) the performance of the 2 bar case exceeds the 3 bar
case. The 3 bar case has a higher peak power value but it is
noT:ably lower efficiency.

Air compression decreases the conversion efficiency of
fuel cell system It also impacts the peak specific power
available. A high stack performance from increasing the
operating pressure may not be enough to over come the
additional power requirement of the compressor.

CONCLUSIONS

The 3 kW fuel cell system described in this paper is an
impressive performer with approximately 40 hours of
operation in preparing and obtaining the presented data.
Measured energy conversion efficiencies while operating on
hydrogen and air ranged between 45% and 70%. Under part
load conditions (1 to 2 kW the efficiency typically ranged
between 55 and 65%, peak power output (3 kW) .typically
occurring at 45%. The trade off between power and
efficiency will influence the sizing of the fuel cell system.
For a given vehicle application a larger morc expensive fuel
cell will operate at a lower average power and thus have a
better fuel economy.

The result of increasing the fuel cell operating pressure
and stoichiometty is to increase its performance. The
influence of these two parameters was found to be dependent
on the fuel cell electrical load. At low load conditions
increasing stoichiometry or pressure had little influence. At
high load conditions increasing the stoichiomctry from 1.5 to
2 improved performance by as much as 7 percentage points.
This would effectively reduce stack fuel consumption by 15%
for the same amount of energy conversion. Increasing the
operating pressure from 2 to 3 bar would improve stack
performance as much as J percentage points or an effect fuel
consumption drop of 7%.

The benefits of increased stoichiometry and pressure
must be balanced against the power needed to compress the
additional air to a higher pressure. A brief analysis of the
calculated adiabatic compression power with no pressure
recovery was presented. The analysis found that based oft the
experimental data there was no net advantage in increasing
the operational air pressure from 2 to 3 bar. This calculated
result indicates the trade offbetween stoichometry, pressure
and the energy of compression is not a simple one. Other
support components that must be powered by" the fuel cell
include controls, a water pump and a hydrogen recirc-dation
pump. These components required a near constant 250 to
350 Watts (10% of maximum fuel cell stack power) and were
independent of the fuel cell system power output. Both
pumps were operated at constant rates and sized for
maximum operating conditions. In an automotive design
they will be variable and thus reduce the percentage power
requirements of the punlps significantly.

The affect of increasing the operational temperature
(stack exit air temperature) from 50 to 60 to 70 °C was 
improvement in performance. There is an optimum operating
temperature for the fuel cell stack beyond which the
performance will decline. The experimental data indicates
that this value is probably greater than 70°C. High operating
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temperature reduces the sizing of the fuel cell cooling system
and is considered an advantage.

individual cell voltaic performance was measured and
found to have slight variations between cells, Two cells in
particular had lower voltages (0.1 volts below average at 
current of 130 amps). Adjacent to these ceils were cell
performing above average, indicating possible reactant gas
flow distribution problem. Unlike a storage battery the lower
voltaic performance is not a serious problem.

The fuel cell power system is a strong candidate to meet
the needs of California’s ZEV mandates. Utilizing on-board
hydrogen the only byproduct of operation is water. The high
conversion efficiency of a fuel cell overcomes many of the
storage and cost problems associated with hydrogen. The
promise of fuel cell technology is a ZEV with the
performance, range and rapid refueling capability of
conventional vehicles.
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